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It would not be inaccurate to say that golf architects (1
know thr .e, though not do ely) in general view golfers, in
particular committee', as morons. Golfers, in their turn, in dine
to r gard the architect a an invention of the devil, and the
ommittce moron for aIling upun him. They dislike J'd) ;116

out money for a task they consider could be carried out by
them elve .

I have 'in mind alterations to existrng holes. It should be
obviou that the planning of a new course out of virgin wood-
land, or u ing to their b st advantage the sweeps and folds
of common land call be lC:'ft only to the professional designer.
He ha three primary qualities : knowledge, experience and
imagination. He can e the wood for trees.

Though, to adapt the words of P. G. WoJehouse (I think
in r Ierence to bishop ), the incidence of insanity among
archit ct is not high, two of the e gentlemen, of different
firm and editor of different journals, have accepted my effu-
ion . I put that forward as the rea on for my presumptiol.l in

di cu ing the make-up of golf hol.es. I have be~n on both sld~s
of the fence. During 25 years In the colonies (an archaic
word), in the ab ence of anyone else I ,,:as invited on three
occa ion to improve' holes, thus becoming, may I be Ior-
given, an amateur architect. T~e bush h~d already b~en
cleared, inevitably in dead straight tram-lines . . . no 1m·
agination.

A good golf hole is one that makes th~ useful player scratch
hi h ad a bit when on the tee. His drive must be placed so
that the gr en, if not the flag, should be '~pen house' for the
econd. But, and this is important, the ordmary dub member

who is not looking for and unlikely to ~chie~e a four, m.ust
have an alternate route 0 that he may enJoy hIS game; which
when all i aid and done is the reason why he pays a sub-
cription. And that urely i the practical idea of a hole. It is

P.Q ible for a singl , intelligently sited bunker to govern the
tactical play of a hole.

In thi discour e I should mention, with the purpo~e of my
editor retaining hi rea on, that there i a clause in ~ost jour.
nal to the effect that th editor does not necessarily agree
with hi contributor' opinions ..

It i interesting to tak a look at some old courses that ha~e
not altered over th year. It can be that even. the old die-
hard would agree with certain changes .. I beheve that the
fir t act of an architect would be to abohsh a large number
of bunker. The e in the old days were placed to punish the
poor player. A tupid policy, for in that category he has q~ite
enough on hi hand in reaching the hole at ~ll. Th.ose pomt-
Ie bunker, tho e ancient barrow planted WIth pnmne s. on
either side of the fairway _, catch the sliced or pulled drive,
and repeated some way from the green to trap the inferior

condo They are 0 far a the good striker is concerned,
redundant. Today he can carry th m. Fill them in. They cost
money in upk ep. Let the long-handicap player when he errs,

which is often, finish in the rough; that will give him plenty
of food for thought. The erasiug of bunkers should be left to
an architect, otherwise you have conflict in the club between
the habitual slicers and the habitual hookers.

It is the good player who should be challenged, both in his
thinking and his strokernaking. He must be forced to calculate
risks: hy how much dare he cut off a corner, will it or will it
not pay him to go for the pin with his next 7 He should be
made to think on every stroke in the round.

There is a school, small, may Allah be praised, who wish to
replace rough grass, heather or bracken - with trees. In
earlier days a ball in the rough could be counted as costing
half a stroke. With trees it depends which side of the tree the
Lall strikes.

The only bad hole is one that is featureless and dull. Luck 7
We hear too much of so-called unfairness. Bernard Darwin
when writing on this asked: "Do we wish to raise the game
to the bloomless heights of chess 7" I confess to a weakness
for blind holes - fun and luck. I can, however, picture what
would happen to the professional designer who introduced
one into his plan. And yet life consists of wondering what
lies on the other side of the hill.

There is a delusion that a good player can layout a good
hole. There was a famous amateur international, a good friend
of mine now dead, who for no apparent reason layed down
a green close to the existing one. r paced its area one day.
Seven paces wide, 12 from front to back. He did me the honour
of asking what I thought of it. My reply was that given a
medium or long iron to this unwatered green, I would bet
against Henry Cotton at his best leaving the ball on that green
more than three times in.20 attempts. It was never used.

I recall a course which was altered by a famous professional.
The members, who contributed to the cost, now find it takes
half an hour longer to complete the round. There is a new
short hole, a feature of which I cannot fathom. The teeing-
ground is at the top green defended immediately in front by
a stream. An out-of-bounds fence on the leit. Just over the water
hazard and a sentinel over the left entrances to the green stands
a tree. The right-hand side is open, calling for a downhill
chip. So far, so good. But just beyond that tree is a bunker.
What for 7 One or the other is dispensable. That is an isolated
case. If alterations are to be made, I come down heavily on
the side of the Pro architect against the Am.

There remains one question. Provided the eourse is not
one of those that caters for professional tournaments, or up.
keep is a burden, why not leave things as they are 7 In short,
committees are not elected to change a course.
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